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Presentation
People have made me blush by saying that I am the
most beautiful of those young virgins in stone that the
artists from the Champagne region, still very
«Gothic», made many of at the beginning of the
C16th!
In all modesty, it is true that I am beautiful. Nothing is
banal or rigid. I am a very young mother; my queen's
crown is precious but slightly tilted back, to the point we’re afraid it might fall off. The sculptor has succeeded, better
than elsewhere; to use the sweetness of my features and the seriousness of my attitude to make perceptible
everything that separates my young age from the gravity of my state. Yes, he strived to prove that he was at the same
time a man of faith and a virtuoso - notice the lightness and the suppleness of the swaddling clothes in which I am
holding the Jesus - and not forgetting the essential: I am offering my son to the world, I am offering him to you, he is
looking at you and smiling. But, I can quickly guess your concern, the void opens up before him, he isn’t well
balanced, and he could topple. Has he already understood the weight of his destiny? Certainly his sacrifice to come
already explodes in this flat and nearly insane fold in my cloak, there, before that holds the light and suspends time *
but no, my hand is clenching my baby's waist, he won't fall, not yet; let the time of laughter, of childish insouciance
flow quietly, it is so short.
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Prix et dates
Free access
Depending on the season. You can contacting the intercommunal tourism office by info@pnrfo.org

Coordonnées
Virgin Mary Chauffour-les-Bailly
Rue Principale
10110 Chauffour lès Bailly

Tel 03 25 43 38 88
Mail info@pnrfo.org
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